Oxysterols: novel biologic roles for the 21st century.
A major focus for the 21st century are the sterol intermediates in cholesterol synthesis and their metabolites. No longer considered inactive way stations in their transformation to cholesterol, both physiologic and pathophysiologic studies, though early in their development, indicate novel biologic roles for these sterols, and their oxysterol metabolites that bypass cholesterol, the expected end product. A major impetus for further inquiry is the recognition that in genetically determined errors in cholesterol synthesis such as Smith-Lemil-Opitz syndrome, the phenotypic effects on the developing fetus are not solely attributable to the lack of cholesterol but the accumulation of 7-dehydrocholesterol and its 27-hydroxy metabolite. This view is now supported by a new mouse model, the double knockout Insig1 & 2 (insulin-induced genes 1 & 2) in which lack of the protein product results in a greater production of lanosterol compared to cholesterol during fetal life with severe dysmorphic consequences. Further support can be derived from in vitro studies of the Sonic hedgehog signaling pathway, essential for normal morphogenesis in the central nervous system and perhaps other organs, which may require the local presence of oxysterols for full expression. Future studies that can delineate the specific role of a sterol intermediate or its metabolite require a paradigm shift away from the generic use of oxysterols as a class of compounds to a focus on specific sterols that can be expected in tissues and techniques for mimicking the local environment. Another class of oxysterols are those arising by photoxidation, now considered to be an expected event generated by the photons of visible blue light and therefore pari passu with normal vision. The sequence of events from peroxides of cholesterol to hydroxy and keto derivatives is the signature of singlet oxygen as opposed to free radicals and other mechanisms for generating reactive oxygen species. Perhaps surprisingly, the retina expresses CYP 27A1 and CYP 46A1, enzymes with broad substrate specificity for ring-modified sterols, implying that, in addition to a rich blood supply for disposing of potentially toxic oxysterols, they can be detoxified locally. Recognition that the retina has nuclear receptors similar to those found in other tissues raises the possibility that the sterols that are generated may function in their traditional role as ligands for modulating gene expression but other, nonligand, activities can be expected since other proteins such as the oxysterol-binding proteins exist and are considered to have biologic activities. To critically evaluate these potentially new biologic roles for oxysterols a need exists for the synthesis and utilization of the expected naturally occurring metabolites rather than available surrogates that may not be truly representative of their tissue effects and to utilize analytical techniques that can identify their existence at the expected concentrations in tissues.